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Total Collections from Major Revenue Sources Closely Track Projected 
Growth Rate 

TRENTON- The Department of the Treasury reported Thursday that total collections from the 
State’s 17 major taxes for the first two months of the fiscal year were up 6.1 percent from Fiscal 
Year 2014. These results closely track the Fiscal Year 2015 Projected Growth Rate of 5.2 
percent.  

“We are satisfied that total collections thus far have been in line with our projected growth 
rate,” said State Treasurer Andrew Sidamon-Eristoff.  “However, it is still very early in the fiscal 
year, so we will continue to monitor revenues closely.”  

August revenues reported by the New Jersey Department of the Treasury showed particularly 
strong cash collections month-to-date from Gross Income Tax, with receipts from this source up 
6.3 percent. This variance is due to significantly higher refund distributions earlier in the 
processing cycle.  As a result, fewer refunds needed to be paid in August. 

“Our strategic goal has been to send refunds to taxpayers as quickly as possible,” said Dr. Roger 
Cohen, Assistant State Treasurer for Tax Policy & Revenue Analysis. “Improvements in our 
refund processing systems are certainly making that happen.  That accounts for some of the 
apparent income tax growth that we have seen in the last two months.”  

The Department of the Treasury revenue report for August also includes a revised and much 
simpler format for comparing actual revenues against forecasted expectations. Like previous 
reports, the August report compares month and year-to-date revenues against collections over 
the same period one year prior. However, this latest report also compares year-to-date results 
to projected growth rates per the Fiscal Year 2015 budget in all major revenue categories. This 
method avoids unnecessary and complex additional comparisons subject to high volatility, 



while remaining consistent with how other states and the Office of Legislative Services report 
revenue.  
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